
> RE-APPLYING SMARTTRACETM

If re-applying SmartTraceTM, please attempt to apply the new liquid to areas that have not, previously, 
been marked. If uncertain, please check for the presence of a previous application using an ultraviolet 
light (long wave, 365nm) - where any areas previously marked will glow a bright yellow-green. By 
following these instructions, you will help simplify analysis in the event of theft and subsequent 
recovery of the marked item. 

> HEALTH & SAFETY / FIRST AID
Keep SmartTraceTM out of reach of children. SmartWater suggest that gloves and eye protection are 
used during application. Please clean up spillages, they can create a slip hazard. Contact with eyes: 
rinse with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Contact with skin: immediately wash the area with 
soap and water. If SmartTraceTM has been accidentally swallowed: wash out mouth with water and 
consult a doctor if any symptoms develop.

> DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS
SmartTraceTM  forensic liquid is water-soluble and not harmful to the environment. Any out-of-date or 
unwanted liquid can therefore be safely disposed of by thoroughly diluting the liquid and pouring it 
down a sink with plenty of cold water. SmartWater will not accept liability for any damage to property 
if the Application Instructions are not followed. The SmartTraceTM forensic liquid in this bottle is is valid 
for one vehicle only - please notify us in writing if you change your vehicle. Please refer to www.
smartwater.com/coa for instructions on how to update your address details.

0800 141 2543   |  www.shop.smartwater.com

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR MOTORCYCLES

WHERE SHOULD I APPLY SMARTTRACETM?

1. Instrument binnacle (around clocks)
2. Under fuel tank
3. Frame
4. Under seat
5. Wheels
6. Swingarm
7. Engine casing
8. Forks
9. Inside fairing

*PLEASE NOTE: 
Catalytic converters and exhaust components require SmartTraceTM High Temperature forensic liquid.



STEP 2STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 4
Shake the bottle for 

approximately 10 seconds 
before use.

Ensure that all areas that you plan to 
mark are clean and dry before applying 

SmartTraceTM. Avoid smooth surfaces and 
apply to those that are uneven or irregular. 

See overleaf for recommended areas to 
mark.

Insert the applicator into the 
bottle, collecting a small amount 

of liquid.

Apply a small dab to the areas 
of the motorcycle you wish to 

protect. This will be sufficient to 
recover the unique code, should 

the asset be stolen and later 
found.

STEP 5
Place the supplied deterrent 

signage on the the inside of the 
windshield and outside, on the 
body of the motorcycle in an 

easily visible area.

STEP 6
Register at www.smartwater.com/

registration to ensure marked 
components can be identified if 

lost or stolen.*

STEP 7
Once you finished applying 

SmartTraceTM, the applicator needs 
to be rinsed under a tap, stored 

securely and the lid replaced on the 
bottle, so that it can be used again if 

required.

THINGS TO AVOID
> DON’T dilute your SmartTraceTM 

forensic liquid.
> DON’T write with the liquid.
> DON’T apply to smooth surfaces.
> DON’T apply while the engine is 
running.
> DON’T apply the liquid in conditions 
in which frost can form.
> DON’T apply the liquid to functional 
parts such as electronic ports or 
displays. 
> DON’T apply the liquid to external 
surfaces if it is raining. 
> DON’T apply the liquid to
moving parts such as nuts, keys  
or switches.

The liquid is touch dry within 30 minutes, but 
will take 24 hours to cure completely.

SmartTraceTM is best stored 
at room temperature.


